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Abstract
　　　　　　　The　objective　of　this　study　is　to　present　the　definition　of“fluctuation”as　a　self－
renective　action　in．order　to　clarify　the　process　of‘‘order　through且uctuations”in　an
organization．　In　organizational　research，　the　importance　of　the　role　that　fluctuation　plays
in　knowledge　creation，　organizational　change，　and　other　elements　has　been　pointed　out．
However，　although　fluctuation　is　a　key　concept，　its　definition　is　unclear　or　it　assumes　that
someone“盾b鰍?モ狽奄魔?撃凵hknows　the　right　time　and　method　to　generate且uctuation．　Therefore，
it　is　difficult　to　effectively　research　fluctuations　and　its　amplifications．　As　a　result，“order
through　fluctuation”becomes　a　mere　slogan．
　　　　　　　This　study　has　approached　the　problem　by　reviewing　current　hterature．　By　defining
且uctuation　as　a　self－re且ective　actio既it　is　possible　to　interpret　fluctuations　caused　from　inside
the　organization　as　well　as　the　ampl田cation　of　fluctuations　alld　the　extension　of　re且ection㎞
the　organization．　In　this　way，　the　process　of　generation　and　the　ampli且cations　of　fluctuation
can　be　clari丘ed．
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1．O　lntroduction
　　　　　　　It　is　impossible　to　attempt　to　control　a　desirable　state　within　an　organization；
therefore，　the　organization　is　likely　to　act血accordance　with　its　presellt　state．　The　author’
sexperience　shows　that　it　touches　on　the　past（Teraj㎞a，2011：60）．　An　organization　not　only
reacts　to　stimulation，　nor　does　it　change　its　character　capriciously．　An　organiza廿on　has　the
property　to　change　itself？in　other　words，　it　is　capable　of　self－organization．　It　is　considered
impossible　to　research　emergent　property　or　autonomous　property　in　order　to　employ　a
self－organized　collcept．　It　is　especially　diMcUlt　to　reveal　the　pains　of　new　birth　when　fresh
knowledge　wants　to　create　or　the　organization　wants　to　change　by　itself　It　is　therefore
necessary　to　clarify　the　formation　process　of“order　through　fluctuation”（Prigogine．＆
Stengさrs，1984：178）．
　　　　　　　Order　formation　through　fluctuation　is　the　phenomenon　in　which　behavior　seen　at
amicroscopic　level　looks　irregular　when　new　behavior　appears　locally　at　the　macroscopic
level　and　extends　to　the　whole　when　a　certain　threshold　is　exceeded　through　the　addi廿on　of
energy（Nicolis＆Prigogine，1977：223）．　New　behavior　that　appears　locally　at　the　macroscopic
level　is　referred　to　as“fluctuation．”This　raises　two　questions：“How　is　fluctuation　generated？”
and“How　is　fluctuation　amplified？”Research　that　attempts　to　answer　these　questions　is
scarce．　Fluctuation　is　often　treated　as　a　mere　gap　compared　to　what　is　considered　average．
Therefore，　it　becomes　dif且cult　to　distinguish　fluctuation　from　a　slight　deviation　or　pure　noise．
As　a　result，“order　formation　through　fluctuation”camot　excel　in　a　common　metaphor．
　　　　　　　To　clarify　the　process　of“order　formation　through　fluctuatiol1，”the　definition　of
且uctuation　would　appear　to　be　key．且owever，　fluctUation　as　defined　by　conventional　research
is　unclear．　Therefore，　this　study　attempts　to　define　fiuctuation　by　examining　how　the
concept　of“order廿1rough　fluctuation”has　been　developed血research　and　how　fluctua廿on
has　been　viewed．　To　achieve　this，　it　is　necessary　to　consider　each　view　of　the　organization
（system）and　its　level　of　analysis　and　apply　it　to　the　organizational　theory．　The　relation　of
each　organizational　view　to　fluctuation　is　clar沮ed．　The　previous　example　of　a　local　event　in
the　organization　wUI　be　used．　This　research　therefore　focuses　on　a　level　in　the　interaction－
intraorganiza廿on　as　an　analysis　level　of　the　orgarゴzation．
　　　　　　　In　the　next　chapter，　the　theory　of“order　formation　through　fluctuation”is　reviewed．
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First，　the　dissipative　structure　theory，．as　the　origin　of　this　concept，　is　surveyed．　Three
principal　theories　are　then　reviewed：the　complex　adaptive　systems　theory，　the　organizationa1
㎞owledge　creation　theory，　and　the　self－organizing　due　to　action　theory，　and　each　view　of
the　organization　and　fluctuation　are　considered．　Research　conducted　on‘‘order　formation
through　fluctuation”is　discussed　in　the　next　chapter．　After　presenting　the　definition　of
fiuctuation，　future　points　that　require　further　consideration　are　clarified　by　comparing　each
self－organization　that　depends　on　the　complex　adaptive　systems　theory，　the　organizationa1
㎞owledge　crea廿on　theory，　and　the　self－organizing　due　to　action　theory．　The　last　chapter
unites　the　previous　chapters　and　brings　future　problems　to　the　forefront．
2．O　Theory　Review
　　　　　　　In　this　chapter，　the　theory　of“order　formation　through　fluctuation”is　reviewed．
First，　the　dissipative　structure　theory，　as　the　origin　of　this　concept，　is　surveyed．　Three
principal　theories　are　then　reviewed：the　complex　adaptive　systems　theory，　the　organizational
㎞owledge　crea廿on　theory，　and　the　self－organizing　due　to　action　theory，　and　each　view　of　the
organization　and　fluctuation　are　considered．
2．1Dissipative　Structures　Theory．
　　　　　　　In　the　real　world，　although　the　system　is廿10ught　to　act　according　to　strict　rules，　a
large　degree　of　freedom　actually　eXists，　and　irregular　behavior　is　continually　performed　on　a
microscopic　level．　This　is　not　limited　to　systdms　in　which　man　is　the　intended　subject　but　is
similar　to　material　systems．　As　a　result，　the　degree　of　freedom　observed　at　the　macroscopic
level　is　seen　as　deviations　around　a　certain　reference　value－that　is，　fluctuation．　Small
fluctuations（in　the　presence　of　a　critical　point）or　finite　fiuctuations（in　the　case　of　first－order
transitions　involving　nucleation　and　meta－stability）are　amplified，　attain　a　macroscopic　level，
and　drive　a　system　to　a　new　phase（Nicolis＆Prigogine，1977：223）．　In　other　words，　a　new
order　is　formed　in　the　system．“A　wel1一㎞own　example　is　a　pan　of　liquid　heated　from　below．
When［the］temperature　gradient　remains　small　in　respect　to　some　characteristic　value，
heat　passes　through　the　liquid　by　conduction．　As　heating　is　intensified，　however，　at　a　certain
we11－defined　temperature　gradient，　regular　convection　cells　appear　spontaneously”（Nicolis
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＆Prigogine，1977：4）．　The　ordered　con丘gurations　that　emerge　beyond　the　instability　of　the
thermodynamic　branch　are　called“dissipative　structures”（Nicolis＆Prigogine，1977：60）．
Fluctuation　in　this　theory　is　a　deviate　behavior　of　the　molecule　at　a　microscopic　level，　and
the　phenomenon　at　the　macroscopic　level　is　observed　as　a　new　behavior　that　has　appeared
localy．　The　phenomenon　ill　which　a　new　order　leads　from　this　fluctuation　is　caned“order
through　fluctUation”（Prigog血e＆Stengers，1984：178）．
　　　　　　　These　are　the　processes　that　ultimately　lead　the　system　to　thermodynamic
“equihbrium，”corresponding　to　the　state　of　maximum　entropy（Prigogine＆Stengers，1984二
120）．That　is，　it　is　very　exceptional　to　form　a　new　order　in　that　state　because　thermodynamic
equilibrium　is　the　state　in　which　the　disorder　is　maximized．　Therefore，　the　system　in　which
the　new　order　is　formed　should　be“far　from　equ丑ibrium．”At　all　levels－whether　it　is　the
macroscopic　physics　level，　the且uctuations　level，　or　the　microscopic　level－nonequihbrium　is
the　source　of　order；that　is，　nonequ血brium　brings“order　out　of　chaos”（Prigogine＆Stengers，
1984：286－287）．Chaos　is　a　region　in　the　bifurcation　diagram　de且ned　by　such　values　of　the
parameters　that　cause　a　large　fluctUation（Prigogine＆Stengers，1984：167）．　III　other　words，　a
large　fluctuation　is　caused　by　the　chaos．
　　　　　　　From　this　theory，　two　concepts　that　do　not　coexist　with　the　classical　mechanics
appear．　The且rst　is辻reversibility．　In　classical　mechanics，　movement　is　reversible．　However，
irreversib丑ity　occurs　when　one　direction　of　tme　appears血thermodynarnics，　called　the“arrow
of　t㎞e，　when　the“evolutionary　paradigm”appears．　The　second　concept　is“probabihty．”In
anonequiHbrium　sitUation，　when　it　comes　to　closing　the　bi血rcation　point，　the　system　may
“choose”among　various　regimes（Prigogine＆Stengers，1984：180）．　The　divergence　to　which
particUlar　regime　is　not　chosen　beforehand　but　instead　appears　statistically．
2．2Complex　Adaptive　Systems　Theory
　　　　　　　Complex　adaptive　systems（CAS）share　three　characteristics：evolution（ability　of
the　parts　to　adapt　or　learn），　aggregate　behのノ’oア（not　simply　derived　from　the　actions　of　the
parts），　and　a〃’icipatiol『（the　parts　can　be　thought　of　as　develop血9　rules　that　anUcipate　the
consequences　of　certahl　responses）（Holland，1992：19－20）．
　　　　　　　Kauffman（1995）proposed　that　to　cause　genera廿on　and　evohltion　of　hfe　is　expected
and　is　considered　the　children　of　historical　accident　Establishing　that　the　am丘10　acid　that
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composes　the　protein　is　generated　by　chance　is　extremely　low．　However，　when　the　number
of　different　kilds　of　molecules　in　a　chemical　soup　passes　a　certain　threshold，　a　self－organizing
network　of　reactions－an　autocatalytic　metabolism－will　suddenly　appear（Kauffman，1995：
47）．The　kind　of　the　number　of　molecUles　is　thought　to　increase　by　this　voluntary　fluctuation，
and　a　self・catalyst　metabolism　is　caused　when　the　threshold　is　exceeded．
　　　　　　　Dooley（1997）views　an　organization　from　three　paradigms　of　the　systems　theory：
population　ecology，　information　processing，　and　organizational　change．　That　is，　although　an
organization　changes　to　adapt　to　the　environmenしthe　change　is　unplanned；it　is　simnar　to
the　theory　of　evolution　change．　For　that　reasorL　an　organization　acqUires　knowledge．　Dooley
stated　that　the　state　gap（the　difference　between　the　perceived　orgarlizational　sta七e　and　the
desired　organizational　state）motivates　or　demotivates　an　individua1’s　readilless　for　change
（Dooley，1997：91）．
　　　　　　　Dooley　generalized　propositions　from　the　CAS　Theory．　When　in　a　chaotic　state，
organizations　are　attracted　to　an　identifiable　configuration，　similar　structure　patterns
are　found　at　organizational，　unit，　group，　and　individual　levels：Similar　actions　taken　by
organizations　in　a　chaotic　state　will　never　Iead　to　the　same　result（Dooley，1997：82－83）．
However，　fluctuation　is　not　described　in　detail．　Instead，“chaos”is　emphasized．
2．30rganizational　Knowledge　Creation　Theory
　　　　　　　Nonaka（1985）states　that　when　organizations　correspond　to　environmental
perturbation　dynamically，　not　only　does　i㎡ormation　processing　become　more　e伍cient　but
information　is　also　created－in　other　words，　we　should　change　our　belief　that　organizations
evolve　by　independently　amplifying　diversity，　destroying　an　existing　idea　and　manner　of
action，　and　creating　a　new　idea　and　ma㎜er　of　action（Nonaka　1985：124）．　He　criticized　the
conventional　paradigm　of　an　organizat且on　as　an　information　processing　system　and　developed
atheory　of　corporate　evolution，　in　which　he　asserts　the　important　role　of　fluctuation　in　an
organiza廿on．
　　　　　　　According　to　Nonaka，　an　organization　that　has　adaptability　constantly　generates
variation，　chaos　and　tension，　and　a　sense　of　crisis，　thereby　generating‘‘fluctuation．”
Moreover，　because　it　is　necessary　to　evolve，　the　organization　should　constantly　be　creating
nonequihbrium（Nonaka，1985：134）．　The　diversity　of　the　selection　for　the　constituent　unit　of
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the　organization一止e　waver，　play，　randomness，　ambigtiity，　and　unstableness－are　collec廿vely
called　fluctuation（Nonaka，1985：134）．
　　　　　　　Later，　Nonaka＆Takeuchi（1995：78－79）argued　that　the　necessary　factor　for　the
organization　is　not　the　creation　of　information　but　the　creation　of㎞owledge－that　is，　the
organiza廿on　as　the㎞owledge－creating　en廿ty．　h　the　organiza廿on，㎞owledge　is　created　in
“ba”and　extends　to　the　entire　organization．　In　this　theory，　an　important　role　of　fiuctuation　is
a｝so　emphasized．　Nonaka　states　that　when伽ctuation　is　introduced　into　an　organization，　its
members　face　a“breakdown”of　routines，　habits，　or　cognitive　frameworks．　When　faced　with
abreakdown，　people　have　an　opportunity　to　reconsider　their　fundamental　thought　process
and　perspectives．　In　other　words，　they　begin　to　question　the　vahdity　of　their　basic　attitudes
toward　the　world．　The　view　of　the　current　fundamental　thought　process　and　perspectives　is
reviewed　because　nuctua廿on　is　introduced　in　the　organiza廿on，　and　new　knowledge　emerges
（Fig．1）．
　　　　　　　Nonaka＆Takeuchi（1995：200－204）pointed　to　the　Nissan’s　Primera　Project　as
an　example　that　played　an　important　role　in　fluctuation．　In　a　development　project　for　a
product　for　the　European　market，　there　was　a　necessity　for　members　to　break　with　the
past　to　accomplish　this　project．　For　that　reason，　the　manager　sent　them　to　the　Autobahn　to
experience　the　situation　for　themselves．　That　situation　generated　the且uctuation．　As　a　result，
the　members　understood　what　should　go　into　a　model　designated　for　the　European　market．
（Fig．1）Order　through　Fluctuation　Process　in　Organizational　Knowledge　Creating　Theory
Fluc〔uation
一variety　ofseloction
－Waver
－Play
－Randomness
－Alhbiguity
－Unsta］bleness
Reconside面on
－Fundam㎝［副
　thinking
－Pe脚ves
　　New　order
．Rou血e
－Habits
－Cognltlve
　丘ameworl（
From　Nonaka（1985：134）and　Nonaka＆Takeuchi（1995：7＆79）
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2．4Self－Organizing　Due　to　Action　Theory
　　　　　　　According　to　Imada（2005），　self－orgarゴty　is　a“concept　calklg［for］the　character　to
change　generica11y［so］that　the　system　reforms［its］own　structure，　managing　interaction
wi止the　environment　iby］onself’（lmada　and　2005：1）．　The　essence　is　that　the　se廿changes
on　its　own　based　on　its　own　mechanism．　Imada　states　that　it　is　important　to　be　able　to
change　the　self　even　if　there　is　no　influence　from　the　environment（lmada　and　2005：1）．
The　self－organizing　due　to　action（SOA）theory　considers　that　because　the　system　arrives
at　an　unstable　nonequilibrium　state　through　the　amplification　of　fluctuation，　the　system’
snew　structure　is　formed（lmada，2005：4）．　It　can　be　thought　that　the　model　for　creating
the“order　formation　through且uctuation”theory　has　been　tried，　This　theory　is　a　model
that　considers　the“order　formation　through　fluctuation　process．”Moreover，　Imada
criticized　current　theories　as　being　deterministic　because　they　offer　options　of　the　theory
of　probability　selection　in　the　branches　of　the　system　beforehand．　In　the　SOA　Theory，　the
branch　destination　is　not　the　one　that　exists　beforehand　as　one　of　a　number　of　choices，　but　it
emerges．　He　assumes　that　the　society　has　not　been　predetermined．
　　　　　　　“Fluctuation”in　the　SOA　theory　is　an　action　from　which　the　constituent　of　the
system　requests　its　own　stability　under　the　given　condition　and　can　be　understood　to　arise
from　the　di丘erentiation　and　the　self－reflection　of　the　elemellt　on　the　equilibrium　state　of　the
system（Imada，2005：38）．　Differentiation　is　a　movement　where　the　one　that　is　different　is
made　to　exist　together；it　forms　the　crack　and　the　crevasse　in　the　structure（Imada，2005：
38）．Self－Reflection　recurs　with　its　own　actions　and　works　for　itself，　which　distinguishes　it
from　mere　reflection（Imada，2005：35），　In　other　words，　fluctuation　originates　in　the　action　to
request　its　owrl　stable　people　who　constitute　the　system；diversity　is　achieved　without　being
caught　up　in　a　current　conception，　and　character　of　managing　is　changed　by　managing　its
own　managing．（Fig．2）．
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（Fig．2）Order　through　Fluctuation　Process　in　Self－Organizing　Due　to　Action　Theory
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From　Imada（2005：134）
　　　　　　　Imada　states　that　two　points　to　consider　are　the　problem　of　the　re且ective　action血
sociology　on　the　self－reference　in　formalism　when　self－organization　with　the　act　is　formulated
from　the　viewpoint　of　the　action　theory．　Because　the　problem　of　self－reference　is　a　problem
in　the　methodology，　it　is　not　discussed　here　but　transfers　it　to　the　following　point：the
problem　of　self－re且ection．　Thus，　the　problem　of　reflective　action　is　examined　in　this　study．
　　　　　　　Imada　ellumerated　the　reason　why　Imada　had　formulated　the　SOA　theory　from
the　viewpoint　of　the　action　theory：“The　feature　of　the　seif　organization　phenomenon　1n　the
human　world　is　in　the　point　reorganized　through　the　effort　that　the　individual　recognizes　the
society”（lmada　1986：7）．
　　　　　　　The　definition“action”in　the　SOA　theory　is“to　achieve　the　purpose　by　conforming
to　the　rules　while　considering　the　meaning　of　following　the　rules”（Imada，1986：264）．　The
action　of　conforming　to　the　rules　is　an　action　based　on　the　custom　of　nonrefiection　compared
to　the　rules，　experience，　familiarity，　and　the　action　itself，　which　can　be　called　a　habitual
action．　The　action　that　follows　the　rule　is　a　rationai　action　of　selecting　the　best　means　to
achieve　the　objective．　Self－re且ective　action　corresponds　to　asking　whether　the　action　retUrns
to　the　former　action　and　why　it　is　important　to　consider　what　following　the　rules　means．
However，　he　stated　that　exclusively　understanding　whether　a　habitual　action，　a　rational
action，　or　a　self－re且ective　action　w皿undo　the　action　is　important（lmada　1986：264－265）．　This
self－refiective　action　arises　as　a　result　of　the　unintended　action　consequences（lmada　1986：
229）．The　necessity　to　ask　the　meaning　of　the　action　causes　a　cooped－up　feelng　in　society　and
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erases　the　cooped－up　feeling　when　a　habitual　action　and　a　rational　action　reach　the　limit　and
Self－’re且eCtive　aCtiOn　ariSeS．
　　　　　　　Imada　has　discussed　the　case　of　the　Kobe　Steel　Rugby　Team’s　changes．　Mr．　Seiji
Hirao，　who　served　as　the　captain　of　the　team　at　that　time，　converted　the　function　of　a
position　that　had　changed，　with　the　help　of　a　bold　member，　and　was　past　the　point　of　self－
reflec恒on，　although　he　overstressed　cooperation　in　Japan，‘‘Sports　are　the　original　enjoyrnent
of　the　individual…”He　brought　the　team　together　to　improve　the　ability　of　an　individual
player　and　created“unconven廿onal　rugby”ill　the　process（lmada　2005：224－237）．　Fluctuation
was　caused　by　self－reflection　in　the　organization，　and　a　new　order　was　formed　within　the
organization．　Imada’s　view　of　the　system（organization）is　a“rhizom，”achaotic　system　which
does　not　have　a　hierarchical　structure？that　is，　there　is　no　center，　and　various　elements
develop　the　interaction　within　the　complexity；it　is　a　system　that　is　always　transfigured
to　various　bodies　of　external　systems　by　differentiation（lmada，2005：211）．　Moreover，　one
arbitrary　point　on　the　rhizome　can　be　connected　with　another　arbitrary　point　and　can　be　cut，
resolved，　assembled，　connected　in　all　dimensions，　turned　inside　out，　and　can　always　accept
the　changes（Imada，2005：211－212）．　In　other　words，　the　rhizome　is　a　type　of　autonomous
decentralized　network　without　the　controL　As　for　the　Kobe　Steel　Rugby　Team，　the　player’s
autonomy　worked　to　help　the　supervisor　manage　a　top　team（lmada，2005：234）．
　　　　　　　This　chapter　surveys“order　formatioll　through且uctuation．”Though　each　theorist
recognizes　the　importance　of　the　role　that　fluctuation　plays，　each　defines　fluctuation
differently．　Moreover，　each　theorist’s　view　of　an　organization　varies．　These　are　brought
together　in　Table　l．　The　next　chapter　presents　a　comparative　study　of　each　view．
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Table　1．The　View　of　the　Organization　and　the　Definition　of　Fluctuation　in　Each　Theory
TheOly The　View　oftheDe丘nition　ofFluctuadonAlnph丘cadon　ofFlu（血旧don
0幽onCAS一Systems　lheOly 　　　　，coes．110t　refヒr　to　it　hl　detanDo s　not跡ef訂to　it血deta皿
TheOly一Popu㎞on㏄o里ogy （S微egap）
一InfOlmadon　PIてx涕sh19
％獅tbD　the㎝血）㎜㎝t
at　an　individual　organiza一
tional　level
OKCKnowledge　creathlg　entityThe　divelsity　of　the　sel㏄丘onDoes　not　refもr　to　it　ill　deta丑
TheOW fbr　the　constituent　ul亘t　of　the
o㎎anization：出e　waveらpla払
㎜do㎜鈴s，　ambi餌鵬㎝d
unstableneSS
SOARhzome T血e　action　by　which　anDoes　not　refbr　to　it　ill　deta量
TheOly 019纈on　C燃i偲own
stab皿取
From　Imada（2005：134）
3．O　Discussion
3．1The　View　of　the　Organization
　　　　　　　It　is　thought　that　the　view　of　the　organiza廿on血CAS　theory　is　for　the　organization
to　adapt　to　the　environment　at廿1e　individual　orgarizational　level．　However，　although　self－
organization　is　a　process　of　changing　oneself，　it　does　not　necessaヱily　include　change　to　adapt
to止e　environment．　Self－organization　is　not　a止eory　of　adapta廿on　to止e　environment．　Pfeffer
＆Salancik（1978）distinguish　the　organizational　environment　at　three　levels：（1）the　whole
of　the　indiVidual　and　the　organiza廿on　that　connects　each　other　based　on　rela哲ons　through
the　transaction　system，（2）aset　of　individual　and　other　types　of　organiza廿onal　pattems　that
血teract　directly，　and（3）the　environment　of　perceptions　and　symbols　used　by　organizations‘
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（enacted　environment）（Pfeffer＆Salancik，1978：63）．　That　is，　the　en．vironment　of　the
organization　is　made・up　of　other　organizations．　In　the　environment，　because　the　organization
itself　has　changed，　the　environment　also　changes．　To　begin　with，　the　organization　is　not
competing　with　adaptability　to　the　environment．
　　　　　　　On　the　other　hand，　the　organizationa1　knowledge　creation（OKC）theory　considers
the　view　of　the　organization　not　as　an　information　processing　system　but　as　a　knowledge－
creating　entity－that　is，　an　organization　reduces　the　uncertainty　of　the　environment　and
adapts　to　the　environment，　but　the　organization　also　creates　new　knowledge．　This　agrees
with　the　viewpoint　of　self－organization　and　is　thought　to　be　able　to　consider　that　the
organization　has　the　ability　to　emerge　and　to　be　autonomous．
　　　　　　　Similarly，　the　view　of　the　system（organization）in　the　SOA　theory　is　a“rhizome．”
This　is　an　autonomous　decentralized　type　of　network　without　the　control．　This　view　of　the
organization　is　in　accordance　with　the　concept　of　self－organization．　Because　this　theory　is
not　an　organizational　theory　but　a　social　one，　it　is　not　considered　in　the　view　of　organizations
applied　to　formal　organizations　as　it　stands，　The　problem　that　remains　is　how　to　apply
the　organizational　theory．　It　seems　possible　to　apply　it　to　a　voluntary　organization　that　is
active　in　a　time　of　disaster　or　to　an　informal　organization．　However，　careful　consideration
is　necessary　when　applying　the　organizational　theory　because　the　original　is　a　sociological
theory．
3．2Definition　of　Fluctuation
　　　　　　　The　CAS　theory　does　not　ciearly　define　fiuctuation　but　emphasizes　a　state　of“chaos”
instead，　possibly　intending　to　include　the　viewpoint　of　the　information　processing　system
ill　the　view　of　the　organization．　The　information　processing　paradigm　is　a　view　that　the
organization　seeks　to　reduce　the　uncertainty　in　decision　making．　Fluctuation　becomes　an
obstacle　to　information　processing，　which　is　why　chaos　is　emphasized．　This　theory　recognizes
the　role　that　fluctuation　plays　irl　a　new　order　formation　because　chaos　vaguely　causes　a　large
且uctuation　from　beginning　to　end　to　create　an　essential　fluctuation．
　　　　　　　In　the　OKC　theory，　fluctuation　includes　too　much　of　too　many　elements　and　ends
up　Providing　a　vague　definition　thought　to　be　defined　concretely．　One　event　triggered　a
breakdown，　and　members　reviewed　a　fundamental　idea．　The　view　that　this　process　forms
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anew　order　seems　to　be　persuasive、　It　considers　the　trigger　as　the　fluctuation　itself．　The
process　of　a　new　order　formation　might　be　overlooked　if　a　trigger　is　considered　to　be　a
fluctuation　The　fluctuation　appears　to　be　the　process　that　occurs　when　a　new　order　is
formed　and　po血ts　to　the　relation　to　a　new　order．　For　example，　in　the　case　of　the　Nissan’s
Primera　Project　it　is　shoc㎞g　that　the　manager　gave　credit　to　the　members　of　the　project
rather　than　to　the　fluctuation．　This　proceSs　seems　more　natural　than　the　idea　that　the
breakdown　was　caused　because　the　members　were　shocked　by　what　they　had　witnessed
on　the　Autobahn；they　reviewed　a　fundamental　thought　process　or　perspective，　and　a　new
order　was　formed．　Because　it　became　impossible　to　cope　with　the　problem　by　relying　on
fundamental　thoughts　or　perspectives，　the　new　order　originated　from　the　current　idea　alld
action，　the　fundamental　thought　process　or　perspective　was　reviewed，　and　a　fundamental
new　thought　process　or　perspective　emerged．　It　was　necessary　to　perform　various　trials
and　errors　in　the　passage．　It　might　be　worth　considering　that　it　became　fluctuation　when　it
appeared．
　　　　　　　In　addition，　a　question　that　arises　is，　does　the　person　who　objective正y　understands
the　problem　exist　in　this　case？The　case　drawn　here　is　that　the　manager　fluctuated　for　his
project　members　in　order　to　recognize　the　perfbrmance　requested　by　the　car　in　a　European
market．　In　reality，　who　can　understand　the　problem“objectively”？Who　can　effectively
且uctuate　intentionally？
　　　　　　　The　SOA　theory　also　seems　to　lack　distinctness　in　de丘ning且uctuat三〇n．　Moreover，
it　is　assumed　that且uctuation　is　the　result　of　an　ur丘ntended　consequence　of　a　performance
actiol1，　but　it　is　not　clarified．　Fluctuation　is　defined　as　the　action　from　which　one’s　own
stability　is　requested，　but　it　seems　that　de且11ing　fluctuation　as　self－reflective　action　is　more
appropriate　here．　The　action　is　the　reason　why　people　cQnfbrm　to　the　rules　by　reverting　to
a　primary　action　and　questiotmg　why　it　should　be　performed．　The　action　of　not　conforming
to　a　current　rule　at　the　time　the　action　was　performed　becomes　fluctuation　and　generates
fluctuation．　It　becomes　clear　that　the　idea　of　the　action　not　conforming　to　a　current　rule
emerges　at　that　time，　becoming　the　action　of　fluctuation　and　generating　fluctuation．　For
these　reasons，　fluctuation　is　de且ned　as　self－refiective　action．
　　　　　　　However，　the　question　remains　as　to　whether　the　structure　created　a　custom
that　can　be　eas且y　changed．　For　instance，　the　existence　of　an“institution”to　control　human
behavior　by　presen血g　a　variety　of　action　examples　was　provided　befbrehand．　Is且uctuation
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in　this　case　natura1　or　unnatural？The　one　that　does　not　actually　change　remains　in　society．
3．3Amplification　of　Fluctuation
　　　　　　　The　amplification　of　the　fluctuation　phase　is　not　performed　in　each　theory．　Both　the
OKC　theory　and　the　SOA　theory　focus　on　the　generation　of　the且uctuation　phase．　However，
is　it　important　to　th血k　that　fiuctuation　amplifies　because　deviating　is　accepted　by　others？It
can　be　thought　that　the　arnplification　of　fluctuation　is　considered　because　devia廿on　acquires
legitimacy－that　is，　the　extension　of　self－reflective　action　caused　by　the　interaction．　The
process　of“order　formation　through且uctuation”could　perhaps　be　clari丘ed　by　fbcusing　on　the
ampEfication　of　fluctuation．
4．O　Conclusion
　　　　　　　To　consider　the　question　of　how　fluctuation　is　generated　and　whether　it　is
amplified，　the　model　of　a　new　order　formation　through　the　fluctuation　process　is　shown
with　consideration　given　to　the　previous　section（Fig．3）．　When　self－re且ective　action　is　due
to　a　certain　trigger，　it　becomes且uctuation　and　is　amplified　through　interaction　with　others，
reaching　a　critical　point　and　then　a　new　order　is　formed．　Fig．3is　a　model　of　that　new　order
formation
　　　　　　　Weick（1995）has　discussed　interruption　by　shock，　vagueness，　and　disorder　as　an
opportunity　to　make　sense　in　an　organization（Weick，1995：83－105）．　Considering　the　question
from　this　viewpoint　seems　to　be　helpful　because　of　the　possibility　that　a　similarity　is　found
for　the　trigger　that　generates　fluctuation．
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（Fig．3）Order　through　Fluctuation　Process　in　an　Organization
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　　　　　New　order
－New　mea血9　of　action
From　Nonaka（1985：134）and　Imada（2005：134）
　　　　　　　Considering　the　question　from　the　viewpoint　of　organizational　learning　is　also
helpful．　Imada　defined　the　action　relation　with　the　rule，“The　purpose　is　achieved　by
conforming　to　the　rules　whne　considering　the　meaning　according　to　the　rules”（lmada，1986：
264）．This　means　that　one　should　know　the　rules，　master　them，…md　review　them．　It　coUld　be
said　that　the　rules　are　learned．　In　addition，　Sch6n　states　that　thoughts　that　emerge　from　a
business　person　reflech㎞90n　an　action　in　the　process　evolves血to　an　ac亘on（Sch6n，1983：56）．
Sch6n　contends　that　reflection　is　learning．
　　　　　　　This　study　reviewed　theories　on“fluctuation．”Three　theories　clearly　consider
且uctuation：（1）the　CAS　theory，（2）the　OKC　theory，　and（3）the　SOA　theory．　In　this　review，
these　theories　lack　distinctness　in　their　definitions　of　fluctuation．　Therefore，　researching
且uctuation　has　been　helpful　i皿defining　it　as　a　self－reflective　action．　Providing　a　concrete
definition　adds　meaning　to　the　research　of“order　through　fluctuation．”This　study　also
clarified　that　each　theory　was　constructed　from　a　variety　of　organizational　views　and　analysis
levels；therefore，　it　is　necessary　to　carefully　consider　apPly血g　the　organizational　theory，
　　　　　　　For　future　research，　it　is　necessary　to　consider　how　to　analyze　the　organization
by　considering　the　view　of廿le　organization．　A　danger　emerges　when　trying　to　apply　such
research　to　the　formal　organization　because　the　emergence　and　autonomy　of　the　organization
are　overemphasized．　Therefore，　the　view　of　the　organization　becomes　important．　Second，　it　is
necessary　to　consider　self－re且ective　action　from　the　viewpoints　of　philosophy　and　sociology．
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An　action　that　becomes　a　custom　cannot　be　easily　changed．　The　deviating　action　is　not　easy
to　implem．ent　nor　is　it　readily　accepted．　The　question　becomes，　are　people　more　likely　to
notice　a　rule　that　is　taken　for　granted　or　a　tacit　rule？
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